
Questions to answer

1. Why did Ibn Battuta leave his hometown?
2. How long had he been traveling by the time he returned to Tangier? Explain.
3. Did he stop traveling after his hajj to Mecca? Explain.
4. Why do you think he kept traveling after completing his hajj?
5. In what ways did other Muslims affect Battuta’s experience of traveling?
6. How did his feelings of traveling change during his journey?
7. What did Battuta do in Cairo, Jerusalem, and Medina?
8. How were Battuta’s visits Medina and Mecca similar?
9. Why do all Muslims pray in the direction of the Kaaba?
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Key Terms

● Quran: Islam’s holy book
● Sunnah: traditions of Muhammad
● Hajj: Pilgrimage to the holy city of Mecca
● Mosque: Muslim house of worship
● Sharia: Laws of the Islamic law code



Sources of Islamic Teachings

● Main source of Islamic teachings come from the Quran.
● Recitation of the passages during daily prayer and special occasions occur.
● Must be studied in Arabic
● They commit passages to memory, and children learn reading and writing from the 

Quran.
Sunnah:

● Sunnah refers to the words and actions of Muhammad.
● Provides guidelines for a proper life.
● Recorded sayings and actions are in the Hadith. 



Beliefs About God

● Allah simply means God in Arabic.
● Believe that Muhammad is a prophet, God’s messenger, but no divine powers to 

himself. 
● They acknowledge other religious figures of Moses, Abraham, and Jesus, but 

believe that Muhammad is the prophet.
● Islam believes that each person has a soul that keeps living even after they die.
● Person has the choice to choose between good and evil.
● Choices affect what happens to the soul after death.



Five Pillars of Islam

● Belief
○ There is God and Muhammad, the messenger of God.

● Prayer
○ Pray five times a day

● Charity
○ Give charity to the less fortunate

● Fasting
○ Fasting for the month of Ramadan to remind them of the hunger of the poor.

● Pilgrimage
○ Making the trip to the holy city of Mecca, a sacred place for Muslims.



Prayer, Pilgrimage, and Law

● Worship
○ Muslims remove their shoes and wash their hands and feet before praying, it’s called ablution.
○ Must face the direction of Mecca when kneeling and praying.
○ Mosques are where communities pray in groups and have religious activities.
○ Muezzin sings the call of prayer everyday

● Hajj
○ Walk around the Kaaba, cube like building at the Grand Mosque.
○ Last place that Muhammad gave his sermon

● Law
○ Established the Sharia as the fixed set of laws.
○ However, throughout the years some have reformed to different styles of laws.


